
 
 

Stack Nest Straight 600x400x244 - Perforated, OHH 
Item: 9692006   

This Stack and Nest container with straight walls securely stacks when loaded and nests when 

empty to reduce reverse logistics costs. The crate is made out of two colours for easy visual 

identification of stack or nest position. The lowered long sides enable maximised ventilation and 

increased visibility of the contents. The full base with holes ensures the protection of the contents. 

9703000 - Stack Nest Straight  
 9703003 - Stack Nest Straight  600x400x118 - Perforated walls, solid  2 kg 

600x400x153 - Perforated, OHH base with drain holes, OHH 

Packaging 
 

Units/Pallet (pc): 80 

Pallet size: 1200 mm x 1000 mm 

Pallet Height: 2255 mm 

Feature and Benefits 
 

- Bi-colour design - Enables both operators and automated equipment to detect stack or nest position, speed handling and avoid damage to content 

- Reinforced base - Designed for automated food industry processes and logistics 

Volume: 45 L 

Nesting ratio (%): 49 % 

Incremental stack height: 233 mm 

Base type: Perforated 

Wall type: Perforated , Perforated 

Handles short side: 1 per short side 

Suitable for automatic handling: Yes 

RFID option: Yes 

Material: HDPE 

Temperature range: -10 °C to 40 °C 

Fire retardant: No 

Is UN Certified: No 
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- Ease of use - Deep comfortable handgrips 

- Reduce reverse logistics costs - Up to 50% nesting ratio 

- Maximized ventilation - Fast cooling for optimized food freshness and quality 
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